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Spatial thinking!

Source:  WorldBank 2009

3) Spatial data visualization | A. Corona | Spatial data visualization 
best practices: examples, principles and tools to effectively 
communicate data, with a focus on accessibility, audience-driven 
design and critical thinking. Introduction to Datawrapper.

4) The visual in social, urban and geographical research | S. 
Caramaschi | Encountering the visual in social science research. To 
construct and read the visual as a means of research communication. 
Practical form(s) of knowledge creation and representation.

5) Raster analysis and environmental applications | F. Martellozzo
| Raster data structure and interoperability. Environmental geodata. 
Surface interpolation and zonal statistics. Linear and spatial 
autoregressive models. Applications with ArcGIS, QGis and Geoda.

6) Causal inference with spatial data | V. Leone Sciabolazza | Using 
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to Geographical Weighted Regressions. Global and local applications 
with ArcGIS and other free software.

[SPATIAL ECONOMETRICS | B. Martini | 15-20 June 2022]
1) Recalling basic panel data analysis, fixed vs random effects, 
Lagrange multiplier (LM); CD test; serial correlation; test for unit
roots; controlling for heteroscedasticity.

2) SE aims and scope; The effect of spatial heterogeneity and 
dependence on linear models estimation: biasedness and 
inconsistency of OLS, GMM estimators with spatial dependence. 

3) The Spatial Weights Matrix; managing spatial dependence in linear 
models; how to define spatial closeness; which units influence the one
under consideration? Typology of spatial econometric model; Linear 
Spatial Dependence Models for Cross-Section Data; Spatial spillovers.

4) How to estimate spatial econometric model: ML estimator; how to 
interpret the output of spatial econometric models; Interaction and 
spatial spill-over effects.

5) Limited dependent variable Spatial Model: Spatial probit model, 
Spatial Tobit model; Spatial VAR

R labs: Introduction to PLM function; Test diagnostics; Introduction to 
SPLM function; Creating a Spatial Weight Matrix; SPLM package: 
direct, indirect, and total effects; Package spatialprobit, Spatial VAR.

Open ArcGIS / ArcMap
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Table of 
contents (layers)

‘list by drawing order’ vs. ‘list by source’

Layers’ overlay and symbology

To remove layers: right click / remove

Add data and basic tools

1) Click add data and add
desktop/spatial22/basemap/  
(add all shapefiles)

Tool bar (Customize / 
Toolbars / Tool bar)

zoom

“where is my map!!?”

Select features 
and clear selection

Find text or X/Y

“what is this?”

Measure (in map units)

‘Connect to folder’ 
(if the data floder is not
in the ‘look in’ window)

Add data 
in ArcPRO

Add
vector
data in 
QGIS

Points 

Lines

Polygons

Surfaces

Vector

Raster

Spatial data
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Geodata spatial resolution (vs. Scale / Extent)

Typologies of geodata Vector data files

Table

Coordinate system

Spatial index

Spatial index

Geometry

Index of geometry

Layer file

Coordinate sytems and projections
Coordinate system of 
the dataframe/map

Coordinate system of each shapefile

To change the shapefile’s coord. 
system: set the coord. system of the 
dataframe and, in ArcGIS, right click 
on the layer/Data/Export data, in QGis, 
‘save vector as’, saving with ‘the same
coordinate system as the dataframe’

How to represent a spheroid on a bi-dimensional surface
minimizing distortions in terms of:

Coordinate sytems and projections

- Geographic (DMS) vs. Projected coordinate systems (Meters)
- Best case: coordinate system of the output map = coordinate 
system of the dataframe = coordinate system of each layer

I. shapes (conform
projections) 

II. extent (equivalent
projections) 

III. distance
(equidistant
projections)

IV. angles/routes
(isogonic projections) Mercator projection
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Universal 
Transverse 
Mercator

(UTM)

60 fuses (eg. 
WGS84_UTMzone_32n
EPSG: 32632) 

Projected coordinate system, 
cylindrical, equidistant, conform: 
topographic maps, big scales (= 
small areas), spatial analysis 
(distances)

World 
Geodetic 
System 
1984

(WGS84

EPSG:4326)

World Geodetic System, cartographic standard since
1960, used in cartography, geodesy, and satellite navigation
(GPS). Last version: 1984, established and maintained by 
the US National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, based on a 

standard reference ellipsoid model

Geodata sources: openstreetmap Openstreetmap

2005
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Openstreetmap

Today

Openstreetmap layers: roads

“European bicycle path density” ? Openstreetmap layers: buildings
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Openstreetmap layers Land use

Corine
land
cover 
levels

e.g. Copernicus (https://land.copernicus.eu/)
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Geodata layers: administrative (subnational) units Administrative partitions: Italy

..and 
variations

And non-
administrative

polygonial
spatial data units

(regions..): e.g. 
TRAVEL-TO-

WORK AREAS

Italian ‘Sistemi 
locali del lavoro’, 
Lazio Region (Istat)

Administrative partitions pros and cons: homogeneity/ 
uniformity (extent/attributes), irregularity/compactness
(shape), ..arbitrarity

Eurostat / 
OECD

Number of proposals
for the delimitation of 
the metropolitan area 

of Rome (Celata-
Martellozzo, 2014)
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The modifiable area unit 
problem (MAUP) 

Eg. Gerrymandering..

Eg. 
Concentration

Eg. sociospatial segregation The modifiable area unit problem (MAUP): any 
geographical discontinuity is artificial, (more or the less) 
arbitrary, modifiable, and influences results and explanations

-“Scale problem”, f(Spatial resolution). E.g. statistical 
relations are stronger the lower the spatial resolution, because 
variance is lower = the more we aggregate data, the stronger 
they correlate. The higher the spatial resolution, the more the 
variance, the probability of errors (which are not independent: 
eg. population is attributed to the neighbor), and of outliers.

-“Zoning problem”, f(Geodata geometry), for any given 
number of zones, results are influenced by their shape.

Ecological fallacy: the results of aggregate analysis cannot
be attributed to each individual/to higher scales (the rate of 
suicides is higher where more catholics live = catholics are 
more keen to suicide?) 

Geodata quality/accuracy (depends on spatial resolution), 
completeness/exhaustiveness.

Sub-municipal areas: ‘neighbourhoods’

Roma: zone urbanistiche

‘Circoscrizioni’; ‘Municipi’, ‘zone toponomastiche’ (Roma); ‘Quartieri’ (Venezia, 
Siracusa); ‘Zone decentramento’, ‘Nuclei identità locale’ (Milano) 

Istat, ‘aree sub-comunali’ 
(www.istat.it/it/archivio/104317)

Sub-municipal areas: postal codes/areas

Roma (per-capita income
variation, 2019-2020) London
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Sub-municipal areas

Zone OMI (real estate values)

Eg. increasing
polarization in 

97 over 112 
Italian cities
2008-2015 

(Antoniucci-
Marella 2018)

Census tracks

Grid data Grid data

Eg. AgCOM

Broadband
map
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Grid data Grid dataGrid data

eg. JRC D4I Dataset
(100x100 mt)

Facebook… (30x30 mt)

Open (geo)data Open 
(geo)data

Eg. road accidents

Eg. beach 
concessions fees
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Big (Geo)Data

Sources

Big (Geo)Data Public archives
E.g. accommodation facilities

Big (Geo)Data Crowdsourced repositories
Eg. ‘locals and tourists’ (E. Fischer) 

Big (Geo)Data Social Media
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Big (Geo)Data Web scraping (eg. Airbnb) Big (Geo)Data

Sources

…applications

Etc. etc. etc. etc. 
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ESRI ‘basemap’ (background)

ArcGIS
10

ESRI ‘basemap’ (background)

ArcGIS PRO

Qgis basemaps Big (Geo)Data

Sources
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Georeferencing and geocoding

Available information 
/spatial reference:

X/Y Coordinates

Addresses

Place names

Administrative entities, 
area codes

Maps, images

Georeferencing tools:

Add X/Y data (ArcGIS) 

Geocoding

Table join

Manual georeferencing

1. Georeferencing X/Y tables: ArcGIS

2. Georeferencing X/Y tables: QGis Tools and formulas for the 
conversion of coordinates:

X/Y coordinates formats
DMS: Decimal (DMS):

75 59 32.483 W -7599.2356 

75 59.32483’ West -75,992356

75° 59’ 32.483’’ W -75.992356

Geographic (DMS) vs. Projected coordinate 
systems (distance from the equator and the 
prime* meridian)
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Lab: variation of the ‘present’ population during lockdown..

Facebook Crisis Map | Italy, tiles | March 26 2021

Xutm, Yutm: X/Y in projected coordinated system WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_32N 
(vs. Lon, Lat, in WGS84)

Date Time: gg, 16:00.

N_Baseline: The average number of people we expect in the area during the 
specified time based on pre-disaster estimates.

N_Crisis: The number of people observed in the place during the time period.

N_Difference: Crisis population - baseline population.

Percent Change: variation between crisis population and baseline population.

Standard (Z) Score: number of standard deviations by which the crisis population
differs from the baseline population.

1) Click add data and add
desktop/spatial22/data/
fb_pop_26mar20.dbf

2) Right click on the dbf table in the table of contents to open the table

Convert the table using X/Y

3) Right click on the table and click ‘Display XY 
data’: X Field = Xutm and Y Field = Yutm

4) Open the output layer’s attribute table and check

Map the 
present
population
variation <-5% 
and >+5%  

5) Right click the 
‘events’ layer and 
open its layer
properties

Map the present population variation <-5% and >+5%  

5) Right click on the 
default symbols and 
click ‘properties for all
symbols’

6) Enter the ‘classify’ 
menu and change the 
points’ symbology into
red (<-5%), green 
(>+5%) and transparent
(-5% - +5%)
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2. Geocoding services : georeferencing point data 
with addresses (or place names)

ID HOTEL INDIRIZZO CAMERE LETTI addetti MediaDoppia …

40390353547738 Regina Hotel Baglioni Via V. Veneto, 72 151 310 108,72 495,0 …

40390353547732 Marriott Grand Hotel Flora Via V. Veneto, 191 156 360 57,72 415,0 …

40390353547731 Excelsior Via V. Veneto, 125 327 616 235,44 812,3 …

40390353547723 Ambasciatori Palace Via V. Veneto, 62 154 366 110,88 425,0 …

40390353526305 De Russie Via del Babbuino, 9 130 370 93,6 819,0 …

40390353525546 Sheraton Roma V. le del Pattinaggio, 100 680 1360 251,6 570,5 …

40390353525545 Sheraton Golf V. le Parco de' Medici, 167 272 543 100,64 388,0 …

40390353525522 Plaza Via del Corso, 126 200 547 144 598,0 …

40390353525516 Parco Dei Principi Via G. Frescobaldi, 5 198 364 142,56 580,0 …

… … … … … … … …

Geocoding services

Google(maps) Geocoding API

Online geocoding services

- Eg. Batchgeo

- Many others..
Output: map and kml files
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Geocoding with Google Earth Pro Export from google earth (save as .kmz or .kml)

Right click / 
save place 
with name

Kml to shapefile conversion

Eg. Zonums’ 
Kml2Shp online

[From ArcGIS to google (shapefile to .kml)]

Eg. Zonums’ “shp2kml” freeware

[Layers in geographic coordinate system WGS1984 (!)]
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Geocoding methods accuracy

Geocoding methods (from the most to the least
accurate):

1) ROOFTOP: precise geocode for which we have location 
information accurate down to street address precision.

2) RANGE_INTERPOLATED: approximation (usually on a road) 
interpolated between two precise points (such as intersections). 

3) GEOMETRIC_CENTER: geometric center of a result such as 
a polyline (eg. a street) or polygon (region).

4) APPROXIMATE: the returned result is approximate.

Fails: “unmatched” o “unmapped”

Georereferncing: accuracy and checks

3. Table join: to 
associate a table to a 
layer’s attribute table
based on an identical
field

ArcGIS

Table join: to associate 
a table to a layer’s
attribute table based
on an identical field

QGis
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Table formats: CSV; DBF IV, .dbf; (Excel) Spreadsheets vs. database files

Spreadsheets vs. database files

Field’s headings:

Max 10 digits

Only alphanumeric:
az, AZ, a1, _

No: 
. , ! ‘ “ / & % etc.

Lab: variation of the ‘present’ population during lockdown, 
per municipality

1. Attribute to each facebook tile the name and code of its 
municipality, using the ‘spatial join’ tool

2. Summarize the output table, per municipality, using table’s 
‘summarize’ tool

3. Re-calculate the variation of the present population in a 
new table’s field, using the ‘field calculator’

4. Join the table to the layer of Italian municipalities, using 
the ‘table join’ tool

5. Produce a choropleth map of the variation of the present 
population, using the layer’s symbology
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Spatial join: to associate to the attribute table of a layer, the 
content of another layer’s attribute table, based on a spatial
relationship:

Intersect

Are within a distance of 

Are within

Are completely within

Contain

Completely contain

Have their centroid in

Share a line segment with

Touch the boundary of

Are identical to

Are crossed by the outline of

1. Manual selection on the map
(multiple selections: keep the 
uppercase key pressed) or in the 
attribute layer (multiple selection: keep
CTRL pressed)

2. Select by attributes

3. Select by 
location 

Deselect: right click on the layer, or in the Selection menu: 
“clear selected features”

-To create a layer or shapefile including only the 
selected feature

a. Create new layer from selected features: right click the 
selected layer / selection / create layer from selected
features

b. Create a shapefile of 
the selected features: 
right click on the layer of 
selected features (1) / 
data / export data (as
shapefile)

[c. To export as an 
autonomous layer, with 
symbology: right click / 
save as layer file]

Convert facebook tiles data into
municipal data

1) To attribute to each facebook tile the 
corresponding municipality: Right click on 
‘fb_pop_23mar20 events’ and click on Join and 
relates/Join and ………………………………….-> 

2) Open the output layer’s attribute table and right 
click on the ‘PROCOM’ field to «SUMMARIZE» 
the SUM of ‘n_baseline’, ‘n_crisis’ fields
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Join the municipal summary table to the shapefile of 
Italian municipalities
3) Right click on the ‘Com01012020_g_WGS84’ 
layer, click Join and Relates/Join and join the 2 tables
based on the ‘PROCOM’ codes field

4) Export the ‘Com…’ layer to consolidate: right 
click on the layer and click ‘export data’ 

Calculate the percentage variation of 
the population in each municipality
5) Open the last output layer’s attribute table; click 
on the ‘table options’ tab and click ‘Add field’

6) Through the ‘Add field’ menu, create a ‘Double’ 
field named ‘munpcchang’ with ‘precision’ = 10, 
‘scale’ = 3

7) Right click on the new field, ‘Field calculator’ and calculate the % change:        
([Sum_n_cris] - [Sum_n_base])/ [Sum_n_base] *100 

Produce a choropleth map of the % variation and/or 
absolute difference of the population

8) Right click on the layer, click on (the layer’s) ‘Properties and have fun
with symbols, color ramps, classification methods, classes, ranges, etc..  

9) In the main upper bar, click ‘VIEW’, layout view and prepare the layout + 
‘Insert’ a legend (ignore the wizard) and customize it (right click/legend
properties) + via the ‘File’ menu: export the map as jpg (300 dpi)

Present
population

variation during
the summer

Brollo B, Celata F 
(2022) Temporary 

Populations and 
Sociospatial

Polarization in the 
Short-Term City. 

Urban Studies
(forthcoming)

Estimating temporary
populations in Rome using
the pandemic as a natural
experiment
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4. Manual 
georeferencing

Geoextraction

Texts

Archives

Digital traces

Geotags (X/Y or 
place names)

Metadata

Geolocaltion in surveys

Working with geometries: geprocessing Working with geometries: Editing

Eg. Move or create new points

Eg. ‘reshape’:
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Geodata geometry conversion
(points <-> polygons <-> lines)

1) To convert polygons into points (weighted/marked): 
Calculate the X/Y centroids in the polygon layer’s attribute
table. Export the table and add it as a X/Y table

2) To convert points into polygons: create Voronoi Map or 
THIESSEN POLYGONS [triangulated irregular network (TIN) 
that meets the Delaunay criterion]

FISHNET: to create a regular polygonal gridded shapefile

FISHNET (ArcGIS)

Set the extent of 
cells in the grid (in 
map units, eg. 
meters) / number
of rows or 
columns= 0 (or 
viceversa)

Working with rasters

Shapefile <-> Raster conversion tools: Arctoolbox/ 
Conversion tools/Point to raster (or raster to point) 
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Working with rasters

Neighbourhood
statistics

Same data, by summing the 
values for each zone with 

those of neighbouring zones


